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Thanks to their absence of play, absence of contact friction and pos-
sible monolithic fabrication, flexure pivots offer advantages over
traditional bearings in small-scale, high accuracy applications
and environments where lubrication and wear debris are pro-
scribed. However, they typically present a parasitic center shift
that deteriorates their rotational guidance accuracy. Existing solu-
tions addressing this issue have the drawbacks of reducing angular
stroke, prohibiting planar design, or introducing overconstraints or
underconstraints. This article presents a new triple crossed flexure
pivot we have named TRIVOT whose kinematics theoretically
nullify its parasitic center shift without overconstraints nor internal
mobility. In the physical implementation, the center shift is non-zero
but we show using the finite element method (FEM) that it is
reduced by one order of magnitude in comparison to the widely
used crossed flexure pivot (CFP). This allows to choose a crossing
ratio of the flexures that either maximizes the angular stroke limit
for given flexures or results in a compact planar design with the
possibility of a remote center of compliance (RCC). Based on a
pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM), formulas for the rotational stiff-
ness and angular stroke limit of the TRIVOT are derived, which are
then validated by FEM. Finally, we show that a high support stiff-
ness can be achieved based on a preliminary study for a mechanical
watch time base application. We expect this new pivot to become a
competitive alternative to the standard CFP for applications where
high accuracy and compactness are required.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4053471]
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1 Introduction and Statement of Results
Flexure pivots, which use the elastic deformation of slender beams

to guide a rotational motion, are attractive alternatives to traditional
bearings for a wide range of applications where high accuracy and
absence of contact friction are desired. Such applications include
micromanipulation devices [1–5], aerospace mechanisms [6–8],
medical devices [9–11], and watchmaking [12–14]. Flexure pivots,

however, face limitations in comparison to bearings such as a para-
sitic shift of their rotation axis, limited stroke, complex designs, over-
constraints, or internal degrees-of-freedom. For instance, the crossed
flexure pivot (CFP) (as known as cross-spring pivot) introduced by
Wittrick [8,15–21] can either have a minimal parasitic shift, a
planar design, or the maximal admissible stroke for given leaf
springs. Other pivots achieve a large stroke, a very small parasitic
shift, and a planar design using serial arrangements of flexures,
such as the “Butterfly” pivot [7] or the multi-stage compound
radial flexure [22]. These architectures, however, have the drawback
of having internal (redundant) degrees-of-freedom that can be
excited by vibrations or need external slaving mechanisms to be sup-
pressed [23,24]. Alternatively, the gravity-insensitive flexure pivot
(GIFP) developed in previous joint work [13,25] allows to optimally
distribute the stress in the flexures and significantly reduce the para-
sitic shift in comparison to the CFP, but at the expense of compact-
ness. The co-RCC pivot also developed in previous joint work
[26–28] presents an alternative way of reducing the parasitic center
shift while having a planar design but the remaining center shift is
not negligible [13]. Other solutions exist to tackle the issue of para-
sitic shift while maximizing angular stroke or having a planar design,
but they are either overconstrained [29] or have additional elasticity
at one extremity [30].
In this paper, we present a new TRIple crossed flexure piVOT

(TRIVOT) with the following advantages:

• The kinematics of the TRIVOT theoretically nullify its para-
sitic center shift. In practice, the ideal kinematic joints are
approximated by flexures that present residual kinematic
defects. Nevertheless, the center shift is reduced by one
order of magnitude in comparison to the standard CFP.

• Unlike the CFP, the parasitic shift is reduced for any crossing
ratio of the TRIVOT flexures. This allows to choose either
the ratio that maximizes the angular stroke for given flexures
or a ratio that enables a planar design that is beneficial for man-
ufacturing and compactness.

• The center of rotation of the TRIVOT can be placed outside of
the physical structure of the flexures (pure rotation about a
virtual point). This property called remote center compliance
(RCC) [24,31,32] could previously only be achieved with a
parasitic shift [18,32] or with serial compensations that add
complexity or internal degrees-of-freedom [1,22,33].

This paper is an extended version of work presented at the Mech-
anisms and Robotics Conference at ASME IDETC 2021 [34]. We
first give a detailed description of the TRIVOT design and its var-
iants (Sec. 2). We then develop a pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM)
of the TRIVOT (Sec. 3). Based on this model, we analyze its para-
sitic shift (Sec. 4.2) and derive formulas for the rotational stiffness
(Sec. 4.3) and admissible angular stroke (Sec. 4.4). These results are
validated using the finite element method (FEM) and compared to a
benchmark, the CFP. Finally, we analyze the support stiffness of the
TRIVOT based on an application as mechanical watch oscillator
and provide ways to improve it (Sec. 5).

2 Design of the TRIVOT Flexure Pivot
2.1 General Kinematics. As a first step to the flexure imple-

mentation of Sec. 2.3, we give a step-by-step description of the
TRIVOT design based on the two-dimensional kinematic diagram
with ideal pivots in Fig. 1:

(a) Figure 1(a) illustrates the fundamental definition of virtual
pivot. It consists of a mobile body rotating with respect to
a fixed body about a virtual center O, which we call the
center of the mechanism.

(b) In order to realize Fig. 1(a), bearings are required. These con-
sists of three parallel kinematic chains connecting the mobile
body to the fixed one (Fig. 1(b)). Each chain consists of a
main connecting rod, with a pivot joint at each extremity,
in series with a radial slider joint. The connecting rods all
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have the same length l and are attached to the fixed body at
the same distance r from point O. The axes of the radial
sliders are concurrent at point O. This enables the distance
between the mobile body and point O to stay constant
while the structure rotates, which is key to canceling the par-
asitic center shift. The connecting rods each form the same
angle β with the axis of the radial slider to which they are
attached. It follows that there exists a neutral position of
the mobile body (Fig. 1(d )) in which the axes of the connect-
ing rods are concurrent at point O, i.e., β= 0.

(c) The intermediate bodies between the connecting rods and the
mobile body are connected in pairs by two slider-pivot kine-
matic chains (Fig. 1(c)). The sliding axis of each chain forms
the same angles η1, respectively, η2, with the two adjacent
radial slider axes. The result of this coupling can be seen
in the shape of two isosceles trapezoids formed by the
mobile body and the sliding axes (T1 and T2 in Fig. 1(d )).
This ensure that the radial sliders always perform the same
motion. It follows that the motion of the intermediate
bodies is concentric with respect to O.

As a result of this geometry, the mobile body only has one
degree-of-freedom (DOF): a pure rotation about point O described
by the angle θ, see Fig. 1(d ) and video.2 In comparison to an archi-
tecture without intermediate bodies like the CFP, the radial sliders
absorb the parasitic motion of the connecting rod’s mobile end,
hence canceling it. Since there are no internal degrees-of-freedom,
Grübler’s formula for planar linkages [35] shows that the mobility
M= 1 is obtained without overconstraint:

M =
∑j

i=1

fi − 3( j − N + 1) = 13 − 3(13 − 10 + 1) = 1 (1)

In this formula, N= 10 is the number of bodies and j= 13 is the
number of joints with each a DOF fi= 1. Note that the fixed and
mobile parts of the pivot are interchangeable.

2.2 Symmetrical Design. In order to have a 60 deg rotational
symmetry of the architecture, which has the advantages of improv-
ing the mass distribution relative to O and reducing the differences
in radial support stiffness in the flexure implementation, the general
design depicted in Fig. 1(c) was modified as follows (Fig. 2):

• The connecting rods were fixed at the vertices of an equilateral
triangle.

• An additional kinematic chain was added between the interme-
diate bodies.

• The neutral position was chosen as nominal.

Note that an extra DOF was added to avoid overconstraining the
mechanism with the added kinematic chain (Fig. 2(a)). This is ver-
ified by Grübler’s formula, which shows that the mobility M= 1
was obtained without overconstraint, see Eq. (1)

M = 16 − 3(16 − 12 + 1) = 1 (2)

2.3 Flexure Implementation. The physical flexure implemen-
tation of the TRIVOT, for instance in Fig. 2(b), can be obtained
from the kinematic diagrams in Figs. 1 and 2 as follows:

• The connecting rods are embodied by leaf springs which have
equivalent kinematic behavior [24,36]. Since the deformation
of these flexures is proportional to the rotation of the TRIVOT
(Sec. 3.1), we call them main flexures.

• The radial sliders are embodied by parallel leaf springs whose
parabolic motion is known to closely approximate translations
for small displacements [24]. Since the deformation of these
flexures is of second order of the rotation of the TRIVOT
(see Sec. 3.2), we categorize them as secondary flexures.

• The slider-pivot kinematic chains are embodied by leaf springs
perpendicular to the sliding axis whose motion closely approx-
imates a pin-in-slot joint for small displacements [24]. Since
the deformation of these flexures is of second order of the rota-
tion of the TRIVOT (see Sec. 3.3), we also categorize them as
secondary flexures.

• The extra DOF can be implemented by locally reducing the
thickness of one of the intermediate bodies, which essentially
corresponds to a notch flexure hinge [24]. For symmetry
reasons, we decided to omit this DOF in the flexure imple-
mentations of this article, assuming that our designs can be
monolithically fabricated, i.e., do not need assembly and
that there is enough flexibility in the system to release the
overconstraint.

A mock-up was fabricated to validate the design qualitatively
(Fig. 3). This setup demonstrated that the design behaves qualita-
tively as a pivot: the system has one DOF and the motion of the
mobile body closely approximates a rotation about point O, see
video.2

2.4 Crossing Ratio λ of the Flexures. Two different types of
physical TRIVOT architectures can be categorized according to the
point at which the main flexures cross. This point is defined using
the dimensionless ratio λ=R/L where R is the distance from the
center of the systemO to the mobile extremities of the main flexures
(in neutral position) and L is the length of these flexures (Fig. 2(b)).
It follows that

(a) When λ≥ 1, R≥ L and the main flexures cross virtually at
point O, outside of their physical structure (Fig. 2(b)). This
has the benefits of a planar design (λ= 1.1 in Fig. 3),
which is advantageous for compactness and manufacturing,
and potentially a RCC configuration (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Step-by-step description of the TRIVOT kinematics:
(a) fixed and mobile bodies, (b) addition of the kinematic
chains connecting the mobile body to the fixed one, (c) coupling
of the intermediate bodies with slider-pivot joints, and (d ) rota-
tion of the system to the neutral position. See video2.

2https://youtu.be/rUH3cDmeXC4
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(b) When λ< 1, L>R and the main flexures cross physically at
the center of the mechanism (Fig. 4(a)). This has the
benefit of better distributing the stress within the flexures
(Sec. 4.4) but requires a physical implementation allowing
the flexures to cross. An example of such architecture
using three planes is depicted in Fig. 4.

Beyond characterizing the type of physical architecture, the
crossing ration λ determines the main mechanical properties of
the TRIVOT. This is due to the fact that the main flexures are sub-
jected to the main deformation during the motion of the TRIVOT
(see Remark 1). This parameter and its influence are analogous to
the crossing ratio of the flexures of the well-known CFP, which
has been widely studied in the literature [15,16,19,20]. Indeed,
the fixed-guided boundary conditions of the flexures are the same
in both architectures.

3 Pseudo-Rigid-Body Model
In order to derive analytical formulas for the kinematic and elastic

properties of the TRIVOT, we use the pseudo-rigid-body model
(PRBM) approach initially presented by Howell [37]. This provides
a simple way of analyzing the motion and force of flexure mecha-
nisms using a rigid-body mechanism with equivalent behavior. Fol-
lowing this principle, a PRBM approximating the behavior of the

TRIVOT can be derived from the kinematic diagrams in Figs. 1
and 2 as follows (Fig. 5):

• Torsional springs with spring constant kt are added to the fixed
extremity of the connecting rods. This corresponds to the
PRBM developed by Pei et al. [38] for a flexure with one
fixed extremity A and a mobile extremity B guided such that
the tangent of the deflected curve at this point intersects
point O, as is the case for the main flexures. In this model,
the guided pivot is placed at the extremity B of the flexure
and the fixed pivot C with torsional spring is placed at a dis-
tance γL from point B.

• Linear springs with spring constant ks are added to the
radial sliders. The spring constant corresponds to the transla-
tional stiffness of the parallel flexure stage given in Ref. [39,
Eq. (5.9)].

• Linear springs with spring constant ksp are added to the sliders
of the slider-pivot joints. The spring constant corresponds to
the force–displacement characteristic of a flexure whose
extremity goes through a lateral deflection such that the
angular deflection at the end remains constant [39, Eq.
(5.8)]. Note that this stiffness is equal to half the translational
stiffness of a parallel stage with the same flexures. No torsional
springs are added to the pivots of these slider-pivot joints since
they have no motion during the rotation of the model, see
Fig. 5(b).

Fig. 3 Mock-up of the planar TRIVOTwith an outer diameter of 150 mm fabricated by laser cutting a b=5 mm thick POM sheet:
(a) nominal position and (b) rotated by 22 deg. See video.2

Fig. 2 Symmetrical TRIVOT: (a) kinematic diagram and (b) flexure implementation
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Fig. 4 Flexure implementation of the TRIVOT with crossed flexures (λ<1): (a) top view and
(b) exploded view. The lines with points at their extremities show the connections between
rigid bodies across the three planes.

Fig. 5 PRBM of the symmetrical TRIVOT in (a) neutral position and (b) rotated by an angle θ

Fig. 6 Advanced PRBM of the symmetrical TRIVOT in (a) nominal position and (b) rotated by
angle θ. See video.2
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The next step is to compute the motion of the joints of the PRBM
for a given rotation θ of the symmetrical TRIVOT. This will give
insights on the contributions of the different types of flexures and
will be useful to calculate the elastic properties of this system. To
simplify the model, knowing that flexure mechanisms have a
limited range of motion, it is assumed that θ is small and we
express terms using series expansions around θ= 0.

3.1 Motion of the Pivots of the Connecting Rods. The angles
θC and θB swept by the pivots of the connecting rods when the
system rotates by an angle θ are obtained by trigonometry, see
Fig. 5(b):

θB = arcsin
|OC| sin θ

|CB|
( )

θC = θ + θB (3)

Knowing that |OC|=R− γL, |CB|= γL and that [38, Eq. (11)]

γ =
15λ2

18λ2 − 3λ + 2
(4)

using series expansions around θ= 0 yields:

θB =
2
15

θ 9λ +
1
λ
− 9

( )
+
θ3(9λ2 − 9λ + 1)(18λ2 − 33λ + 2)(18λ2 − 3λ + 2)

10125λ3
+O θ5

( )

θC = θ
2
15

9λ +
1
λ
− 9

( )
+ 1

( )
+
θ3(9λ2 − 9λ + 1)(18λ2 − 33λ + 2)(18λ2 − 3λ + 2)

10125λ3
+O θ5

( ) (5)

3.2 Motion of the Radial Sliders. The motion of these sliders
corresponds to the change in distance Δs between the mobile and
intermediate bodies along their respective sliding axis. This also
corresponds to the opposite of the change in distance |OB′|
between the center of rotation and the mobile extremity of the con-
necting rods:

Δs(θ) = |OB′(0)| − |OB′(θ)| = |OB| − |OC| cos θ + |CB| cos θB( )
(6)

which, substituting Eq. (5) and using series expansion, yields

Δs(θ) =
9λ2 − 9λ + 1

15λ
Rθ2 +O θ4

( )
(7)

3.3 Motion of the Sliders of the Slider-Pivot Joints. The
motion of the sliders corresponds to the change in distance |B′ D′|
between the mobile extremities of the connecting rods (Fig. 5(b)):

Δsp(θ) = 2 sin
π

3

( )
(|OB′(θ)| − |OB′(0)|) (8)

which, using Eq. (6) and series expansion, yields

Δsp(θ) =
−9λ2 + 9λ − 1

5
		
3

√
λ

Rθ2 +O θ4
( )

(9)

Remark 1. Based on Eqs. (5), (7), and (9), one can see that the
pivots of the connecting rods perform a first-order motion (∝θ)
whereas the sliders perform a second-order motion (∝θ2). This

Fig. 7 Finite element model of the TRIVOT: (a) 25 deg rotation with λ=0.6 and (b) close-up
view of the mesh

Fig. 8 Normalized parasitic center shift of the TRIVOT and CFP
versus crossing ratio of the flexures
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justifies the categorization between main and secondary flexures
(Sec. 2.3) and the use of an accurate PRBM for the main flexures
whereas the secondary are modeled using ideal sliders. ▪
Remark 2. The PRBM developed by Pei et al. [38] enables to
capture the parasitic motion of flexures, which is essential to accu-
rately model the flexures that contribute predominantly to the
motion of the TRIVOT, but was deemed negligible for the second-
ary flexures. Indeed, the parasitic motion of these flexures is of
second order of their deflection [39, Eq. (5.13)] and hence
becomes a fourth-order motion in the TRIVOT (∝ θ4). A PRBM
with greater accuracy can be obtained by modeling the secondary
flexures with the same PRBM as the main flexures. The reason is
that their boundary conditions are similar, assuming that the instan-
taneous center of rotation of each flexure is placed at infinity [38].
Such PRBM is depicted in Fig. 6. This however significantly
increases the complexity of the model and is beyond the scope of
this article. ▪

4 Center Shift, Rotational Stiffness, and Maximum
Stroke
This section analyzes critical properties of flexure pivots that

differ from ideal pivots and need to be taken into account when
dimensioning: the parasitic center shift, rotational stiffness, and
angular stroke limit. Formulas are derived for the TRIVOT using
the PRBM of Sec. 3, validated by FEM, and compared to our bench-
mark, the CFP, for different crossing ratios λ. In order to compare
TRIVOT and CFP architectures with similar external diameter,
we chose to keep the distance R from the center of the system to
the mobile extremity of the flexures constant in all results (see
Figs. 2(b) and 4(a)). Note that the results are based on a kinematic
analysis of the TRIVOT and that the effect of external loads is not
treated in this article.

4.1 Finite Element Method Model. The FEM results were
performed using the commercial FEM software ANSYS [40]. The
TRIVOT was meshed with hexahedral SOLID186 elements
refined on the flexures such that there are three elements across
their thickness, five along their height and a number of elements
along the length conferring them a square face (Fig. 7). Although
all analytical results of this section are dimensionless and hence
applicable to architectures with different dimensions and materials,
the following properties based on the mock-up of Fig. 3 were used
for the FEM simulations:

• R= 50 mm
• Height of all the flexures (out of the rotation plane), b= 5 mm
• Thickness of the main flexures (in the rotation plane), h=

1 mm
• Thickness of the secondary flexures, h2= 0.5 mm (h2= 1 mm

in the mock-up)
• Length of the parallel flexures, L2= 20 mm
• Length of the slider-pivot flexures, L3= 35 mm
• Young’s modulus, E= 3 GPa (polyoxymethylene (POM))
• Poisson’s ratio, ν= 0.44 (POM)

4.2 Parasitic Center Shift. The main advantage of the
TRIVOT in comparison to other CFPs is its reduced parasitic
center shift. This is demonstrated by comparing its center shift to
that of the CFP for a 15 deg rotation with different values of the
crossing ratio λ (Fig. 8).
According to the PRBM in Fig. 5, the parasitic shift of the

TRIVOT is zero (see kinematic explanation in Sec. 2.1). It is
known that this is an approximation since the PRBMof themainflex-
ures is already an approximation and mostly because the parasitic
motion of the secondary flexures was neglected, assuming that
fourth-order motions are negligible for small rotation. This approxi-
mation was verified by FEM (Fig. 8). A rotation was applied on the
mobile body of the TRIVOT and the motion of a point on the mobile

body located at point O in the nominal position was computed. The

norm of the parasitic center shiftD =
									
D2

x + D2
y

√
is used for compar-

ison, where Dx and Dy are the components of this motion along the
xy-coordinates depicted in Fig. 5. To make the results independent
of size, they are normalized by R using D̃ = D/R.
For the CFP, the parasitic shift was computed using Ref. [19,

Eq. (17.1)–(17.2)], assuming orthogonal flexures (α= π/2). Note
that these formulas give the center shift components normalized
by the flexure length L, namely dx=Dx/L and dy=Dy/L. For our
comparison, we hence use

D̃ =
L

											
dx2 + dy2

√
R

=

											
dx2 + dy2

√
λ

=
9λ2 − 9λ + 1
15λ cos α

θ2 +O(θ3) (10)

It is worth remembering that the PRBM of the TRIVOT could be
improved using a sub-PRBM for each secondary flexures, see
Remark 2. Nevertheless, our model already takes into account para-
sitic motions up to the second order (∝ θ2), which is a good approx-
imation in the case of the CFP [21,38], and shows that they are
canceled. This result is validated by the comparison in Fig. 8
which shows that the FEM parasitic shift of the TRIVOT is
reduced by one order of magnitude in comparison to the CFP for
the entire range of parameter λ except a narrow region around λ =
87.3% that is known to minimize the CFP center shift [17]. In this
region, a more advanced model would be required for comparison.
Remark 3. Be aware that the effect of radial loads on the parasitic
center shift is not taken into account here. This effect, which has
been studied for the CFP [19], is not negligible and should be con-
sidered when relevant for a practical application. In the case of the
TRIVOT, this effect not only depends on the main flexures but also
on the dimensions and position of the secondary flexures. It is hence
considered beyond the scope of this article, whose aim is to show
that the geometry of the TRIVOT inherently reduces the parasitic
shift, based on a simple kinematic analysis. Note that the radial stiff-
ness of the TRIVOT is still evaluated in Sec. 5 for an example of
application. ▪
Remark 4. The PRBM of the TRIVOT assumes a symmetrical
behavior for clockwise and counter clockwise rotations. The
flexure implementation, however, has a rotational, but no axial sym-
metry (Fig. 2(b)). This asymmetry only concerns the secondary
flexures and it is hence assumed that the consequences will only
be apparent for large deformations or in the study of nonlinear
effects. This is verified through FEM analysis by including results
for both directions of rotation. The results show that the effect on
the center shift is negligible and validate our assumption (Fig. 8).
This verification will also be included in the subsequent results
(Secs. 4.3 and 4.4). ▪
Remark 5. The results are shown for 0.5≤ λ≤ 1.3, which is
assumed to be the region of interest of this parameter for our
design. For larger values (λ > 1.3), the stroke becomes too limited
for practical applications, see Sec. 4.4. For lower values (λ < 0.5),
the fixed body is further from the center of the system than the
intermediate bodies, which complicates the design without
bringing apparent advantages. In fact, due to the symmetry of the
system, this corresponds essentially to inverting the boundary con-
ditions on the main flexures and results in similar properties for λ
and λ′ = 1− λ [19]. ▪

4.3 Rotational Stiffness. The rotational stiffness of the
TRIVOT can be estimated using the PRBM of Sec. 3. First, the
strain energy of the system for a given rotation θ of the mobile
part is computed. This corresponds to the sum of the strain energies
of each elastic joint of the PRBM

U = 3
∫θC
0
ktμ dμ +

∫Δs

0
ksμ dμ +

∫Δsp

0
kspμ dμ

( )
(11)

The rotational stiffness of the TRIVOT is then obtained by sub-
stituting Eqs. (5), (7), and (9) into Eq. (11) and deriving and
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dividing U by θ:

kT =
1
θ

dU

dθ
= 3

2
15

9λ +
1
λ
− 9

( )
+ 1

( )2

kt

+
(
2(ks + 3ksp)R2(9λ2 − 9λ + 1)2

75λ2

+
4(9λ2 − 9λ + 1)(18λ2 − 33λ + 2)(18λ2 − 3λ + 2)2kt

50625λ4

)
θ2

+O θ4
( )

(12)

This shows that the stiffness of the TRIVOT consists of a constant
term that only depends on the main flexures and higher order terms
that are function of the rotation angle, where the secondary flexures
also contribute. Assuming that the TRIVOT performs small rota-
tions, neglecting the higher order terms provides a good approxima-
tion and substituting the spring constant of the main flexures with
the value from the PRBM [38, Eq. (15)]

kt =
900EIλ3 3λ2 − 3λ + 1

( )
18λ2 − 3λ + 2
( )2

R
(13)

yields

kT =
12EI
L

3λ2 − 3λ + 1
( )

+O θ2
( )

(14)

where I is the area moment of inertia of the main flexures’ cross
section. It is worth noticing that this corresponds to 1.5 times the
rotational stiffness of the CFP [20, Eq. (12)]. This was expected
since the main flexures have the same boundary conditions in
both architectures, with the difference that there are three of them
in the TRIVOT as opposed to two in the CFP.
In order to provide results that are independent from size and

material, the rotational stiffness of the TRIVOT was normalized
as follows:

k̃T =
R

EI
kT = 12λ 3λ2 − 3λ + 1

( )
(15)

In order to validate Eq. (15) and to show the influence of the flex-
ures’ crossing ratio on the stiffness of the TRIVOT, analytical and
FEM results for k̃T versus λ are plotted in Fig. 9. The FEM stiffness
was obtained by computing the reaction torque on the fixed frame
for a 1 deg rotation of the mobile body. The analytical results
match the FEM results with less than 3% discrepancy, thus

providing validation for our formula. For larger rotations,
Eq. (12) can be used, where the spring constants of the secondary
flexures are given in Sec. 3. For comparison, Fig. 9 also displays
the normalized stiffness of the CFP, namely, 2/3 of the TRIVOT
stiffness.

4.4 Admissible Angular Stroke. The maximum range of
motion of a compliant mechanism is determined by the stress in
its flexures. The PRBM of Sec. 3 shows that the main flexures
are subjected to the largest deformation and, since all flexures
have similar dimensions, it is assumed the maximum stress will
be reached there. For a given admissible stress σadm in the material,
the maximum angular stroke of the TRIVOT can hence be com-
puted using the PRBM of the main flexures [38, Eq. (18)]:

θmax =
σadmL

Eh(3λ − 1)
(16)

Note that the same formula applies to the maximum angular stroke
of the CFP [20, Eqs. (23)–(27)] which was again expected since the
CFP flexures are subjected to the same boundary conditions as the
TRIVOT main flexures.
In order to validate this formula and to show the influence of the

flexures’ crossing ratio on the admissible stroke of the TRIVOT,
Fig. 10 shows FEM and analytical values of θmax versus λ for the
chosen implementation. The FEM results are based on the von
Mises stress in the main flexures for an applied rotation on the
mobile body. We chose an admissible elastic strain
εadm = σadm/E = 0.4%, which can typically be reached with steel
alloys, titanium alloys, polymers, glass, or silicon [39,
Table B.14], [41,42]. The thickness h of themain flexures is constant
for all designs and satisfies h̃ = h/R = 0.02. We chose this value to
haveflexure aspect ratios that are compatiblewith standardmicroma-
nufacturing techniques such as wire electro-discharge machining
(EDM).
In order to make the result independent of size and material,

Eq. (16) can now be rewritten in terms of the dimensionless param-
eters introduced above:

θmax =
εadm

h̃ λ (3λ − 1)
(17)

The analytical results match the FEM results with less than 5%
discrepancy for λ≥ 0.65, thus providing validation for our
formula. For λ≤ 0.65, the admissible rotation angles become
large (θmax > 20 deg) and the parasitic rotation caused by the asym-
metry of our implementation with respect to the plane of rotation is

Fig. 10 Admissible angular stroke of a TRIVOT and CFP with
εadm = 0.4% and h̃= 0.02 versus the crossing ratio of the flexures

Fig. 9 Normalized rotational stiffness of the TRIVOT and CFP
versus crossing ratio of the flexures
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no longer negligible (three different superimposed levels in
Fig. 4(b)). This parasitic rotation about an axis perpendicular to
the main rotation axis subjects the flexures to additional torsion
and bending stresses. For crossing ratios around λ= 0.5, Fig. 10
shows that this significantly reduces the admissible angular
stroke. This issue can however be solved by using a symmetrically
stacked architecture by, for instance, using five levels (similarly to
the CFP with three [17, Fig. 1] or four [15, Fig. 1] flexures or by
using interlocked lattice flexures [43]. If this is the case, it is
assumed that the admissible stroke would be close to the predictions
of Eq. (17).
Remark 6. Bear in mind that the admissible stroke of the TRIVOT
depends on the material and dimensions. For instance, the architec-
tures with λ > 1 in Fig. 10 have a flexure aspect ratio L/h< 50 that
could be increased without compromising manufacturability in
order to reach greater angular stroke. The mock-up in Fig. 3 also
achieves a larger rotation angle due to the high admissible strain
of its material (εadm ≈ 2.3%). ▪

5 Preliminary Support Stiffness Analysis Based on
an Oscillator Design
For the TRIVOT mechanism to effectively act as a pivot joint, a

high radial and out-of-plane stiffness is required. In other words,
the stiffness of the mechanism along its degrees-of-constraint
(DOC) must be significantly higher than about its rotational
DOF. As these properties depend on the dimensions of the
TRIVOT, we propose a preliminary study based on a mechanical
watch time base application. This is motivated by the fact that
flexure oscillators are promising time bases thanks to their high
quality factor and monolithic design compatible with microfabrica-
tion [13,14,27,28,30]. This case study is based on the mock-up
design in Fig. 3, whose dimensions are given in Sec. 4.1 and
whose proportions are scalable to watch scale (≈10 times smaller
diameter). The center part is fixed and the inertia is concentrated
on the mobile body, reflecting the characteristics of a balance
wheel.

For an oscillator application, a common way of ensuring suffi-
cient support stiffness is to make sure that the eigenfrequencies of
the unwanted oscillation modes are far enough from the eigenfre-
quency of the main (useful) mode (≈10 times higher). A modal
analysis of the system is hence performed with the model described
in Sec. 4.1 and a material density ρ= 1410 kg/m3 corresponding to
POM (Fig. 11). This method, which has the advantages of being
computationally inexpensive and allowing to compare rotational
and translational stiffness components, has also been used previ-
ously to optimize the support stiffness of flexure mechanisms
[44,45]. For applications where the actual stiffness values are
required, they can be derived from the eigenfrequencies using the
inertia of the system, see Table 1.
The results show that the structure effectively fulfills the pivot

function since the first mode is a rotation about the desired axis
whose eigenfrequency is clearly differentiated from the lowest
unwanted mode (f2= 4.4f1). The out-of-plane support stiffness,
despite being almost 10 times larger than the rotational stiffness,
could be increased in order to provide sturdier pivot guidance.
This can be achieved by increasing the dimension b of the
TRIVOT along its rotation axis.
The modal analysis was thus repeated on a design with flexures

whose height b′ is 20 times larger than their thickness (as
opposed to 5 times previously). This cross-sectional aspect ratio
is compatible with standard micromanufacturing techniques such
as EDM. With this modification, the out-of-plane modes were
moved further away from the first eigenfrequency: the lowest
unwanted frequency became the in-plane translation (f2= f3= 9.2
f1). The in-plane support stiffness was then further improved by
increasing the thickness of the secondary flexures to h2= 1.5h.
The resulting modal analysis is shown in Fig. 12. With this
design, the lowest unwanted eigenfrequency is 13.5 times higher
than the first eigenfrequency, which is considered sufficient for
the desired application. In terms of stiffness, the out-of-plane
support stiffness is now two orders of magnitude greater than the
rotational stiffness (Table 2).
Note that the parameters used to improve the support stiffness (the

out-of-plane height of the flexures and thickness of the secondary

Fig. 11 First four mode shapes (a) f1=8.05 Hz (rotational DOF), (b) f2= f3=35.5 Hz (out-of-plane tilting DOC), and (c) f4=
43.1 Hz (out-of-plane translational DOC) of the design in Fig. 3 with dimensions given in Sec. 4.1 obtained by finite element
modal analysis. The tone scale represents arbitrary motion amplitudes with respect to the rest position.

Table 1 Support stiffness of the lowest unwanted modes of the TRIVOT design in Fig. 11

Mode 1 Modes 2 and 3 Mode 4

Eigenfrequency, f 8.05 Hz 35.5 Hz 43.1 Hz
Inertia Jz= 1.71 · 10−4 kg/m3 Jx= Jy= 8.58 · 10−5 kg/m3 m= 4.39 · 10−2 kg
Stiffness, k 0.44 N m/rad 4.27 N m/rad 3.22 · 103 N/m

Note: The stiffness values are approximations based on the assumption that all the parts of the system perform the same motion (k= 4π2f2J for rotations and k
= 4π2f2m for translations).
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flexures) have a minor impact on the performance criteria previously
discussed in this article. Indeed, the parasitic shift and maximum
angular stroke of the pivot are function of its in-plane dimensions
and are predominantly defined by the main flexures, see Secs. 4.2
and 4.4. The nominal rotational stiffness of the TRIVOT is also
defined only by its main flexures and is hence not impacted by h2,
see Eq. (14). It is, however, impacted by the height of the flexures
in a proportional manner. In summary, we provided effective tools
to increase the support stiffness of the TRIVOT for a given applica-
tion, manufacturing technique and available volume.

6 Conclusion
In this article, we presented the design of a novel flexure pivot

whose ideal kinematics achieve a pure rotation without overcon-
straint. We showed different configurations, characterized by the
crossing ratio of the main flexures, allowing to either maximize
the admissible angular stroke for given flexures or to have a
planar design. We demonstrated that these properties could be
achieved while maintaining a very small parasitic center shift,
which is not the case with our CFP benchmark (see comparison
in Table 3). These improvements nevertheless increase complexity,
with six times more flexures than the CFP and a fabrication over at
least three levels in the configuration with crossing flexures.
Overall, the TRIVOT design is an improvement over other
flexure pivots that achieve similar properties but have the drawback

of having either overconstraints, internal degrees-of-freedom, or
elasticity in one of the bodies.
By solving the issue of parasitic center shift, which is a common

obstacle to the replacement of traditional bearings with flexure
pivots, the TRIVOT paves the way to new applications that could
benefit from its absence of play, contact friction, wear, polluting
debris, need for lubrication, and its possible monolithic fabrication.
Additionally, the TRIVOT provides a new way of implementing a
remote (i.e., virtual) center of rotation, which is not possible with
traditional bearings and advantageous in numerous applications.
Our future research directions include the experimental validation
of the results presented here, the study of the stiffness nonlinearity
of the TRIVOT, and a dimensioning for a mechanical watch oscil-
lator application.
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Table 3 Qualitative comparison between TRIVOT and CFP properties

Flexure pivot Reduced parasitic shift Maximized angular stroke Planar design RCC

TRIVOT with λ= 0.5 Yes Yes No No
TRIVOT with λ> 1 Yes No Yes Yes
CFP with λ= 0.5 No Yes No No
CFP with λ= 0.873 Yes No No No
CFP with λ> 1 No No Yes Yes

Table 2 Support stiffness of the lowest unwanted modes of the TRIVOT design in Fig. 12

Mode 1 Modes 2 and 3 Modes 4 and 5

Eigenfrequency, f 8.37 Hz 113 Hz 119 Hz
Inertia Jz= 6.93 · 10−4 kg/m3 m= 0.179 kg Jx= Jy= 3.53 · 10−4 kg/m3

Stiffness, k 1.92 N m/rad 9.02 · 104 N/m 197 N m/rad

Note: The stiffness values are approximations based on the assumption that all the parts of the system perform the same motion (k= 4π2f2J for rotations and k
= 4π2f2m for translations).

Fig. 12 First five mode shapes (a) f1=8.37 Hz (rotational DOF), (b) f2= f3= 113 Hz (in-plane translational DOC), and (c) f4= f5=
119 Hz (out-of-plane tilting DOC) of the design in Fig. 3 with the same dimension as in Fig. 11 but an increased height b′ =20h=
5b=20 mm and an increased secondary flexure thickness h2=1.5h= 1.5 mm. The results are obtained by finite element modal
analysis. The tone scale represents arbitrary motion amplitudes with respect to the rest position.
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